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A Letter from the Editor
Getting to this issue required a myriad of bake sales, 

Google sheets, shameless promotion of the magazine, and more. 

While the work put into the magazine shows you the depth of 

our editors’ commitment to it, this year’s edition truly stands 

out because of the submissions we received. When we first set 

the theme of “lost in translation,” concerns were raised that the 

essence of Cambridge Road is communication, so would we be 

sending the wrong message, especially as a Catholic school in 

which we often contemplate being found? Despite initial 

worries, I truly believe this theme and Bishop Ireton’s student 

body have produced excellent work, which encounters the idea 

of what it means to be lost in translation in a nuanced, beautiful 

way. Fortunately, some of it just came together through the 

great workings of the universe, like lucking into receiving a 

self-portrait and a portrait of the same person, which you will 

find in the following pages. Please consider how your first 

impression be that of the work or the person might not be the 

right one, and question why you got there. We all get a little 

lost in translation sometimes. Thankfully, there are people who 

see the original transcript and remind us what it looks like.

- AnneMarie Caballero, Editor-in-Chief (2018-2019)
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This issue is dedicated to Mrs. Eichler, 
who has faithfully and tirelessly worked 
to inspire and empower the artists at our 

school. Without her, so much of this 
year’s work would not exist.
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“Look at that Shine”
Nik Floyd
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“Sunny-Side Up”
Annie Mildrew
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The autumn air
Waking up from
Its long rested slumber
Its gentle brush tells me
It means no harm
Before it drifts away;
And without a care
Floating on whims,
Drifts past fields of lumber
And unoccupied fields
Where cows used to graze
Bleary patches in a lemon chiffon haze
If only we could explore together
To go somewhere
In this weather
Arm in arm

“Autumn Air”
Thomas Tran
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Perdu dans la 
traduction

Mia Olson

A Second 
Glance

Katie Duffett
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The eyes 
are the doorways 
into a person’s soul.

You can see 
everything.

The luminescence of 
wonder 
that reveals specks of 
different shades.

The small spark of joy 
that ignites inside a 
beautiful ocean of 
color,
To the pain and 
anguish of that light 
dimming to nothing.

The storm of anger whirling into a hurricane,
The inflamed, burning spectrum
of conflicting emotions,

“Gateway”
Mia Olson
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Love to hate,
Trust to disbelief,
To the calm and swelling mist of tears,
Clouding their vision like a gray shroud engulfing an iridescent 
blue sky.
The softened gaze that reveals the vulnerability of a person’s 
heart,
The intimacy willing to be shared,
To the shallowness that betrays a hollow body
And their intention of an emotional game.

The happy and innocent
To the depressed and lowly.

The genuine
To the deceitful.

Because when you look
Into someone’s eyes,
They are vulnerable to you.

You see who they are
Whether or not 
They want you
To see it.
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“Two Faced”
Annie Mildrew
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“An Ode to Your Valued Opinion”
Kathleen McNerney

You think I don't care what you think? But I do!
Nothing could interest me more.

Why shouldn't I ponder your innermost thoughts, why 
shouldn't I care to explore?

Why shouldn't I toss and turn at night, concerned for your 
point of view?

Your opinions are why I get up in the morning, the drive in all 
that I do.

Is this sarcasm? No! Certainly not.
Nor humor nor lies nor satire.

I think of your judgments as frail baby birds,
or a dim, always flickering fire.

Needing comfort and care and constant attention.
Inquiries and studies and unceasing mention.

You've clearly learned lots in your full, brimming life.
I'd say “genius” but I figured you knew.

In simplest words (for my sake, of course) the picture of 
brilliance is you.

I'd even go as far as to say your comments are undeserved 
godsends!

And though you claim that I have none, I consider your 
judgments my friends!

Billions of humans on God’s green earth,
But without your approval, I have no self-worth.

You've spoken to me: you know who I am.
What more could there be to see?

Nothing, I say. Nothing at all. You know all that there is of me.
So I care what you think. I simply must know. I'm desperately 

waiting, self-fraught.
And if you believed a word of this poem, you're more self-

absorbed than I thought.
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“Sight”
Miriel la Jiffar

Not once do we glance back, for we are always 
ready, always waiting 

The invisible hand can claim us now. 
We are caught unawares 

The adventure we seek is but the next task, 
One that starts this inevitable journey 

Never forget it, never can leave it. 
A constant companion, not ever fleeting 

It never truly leaves. 

Not until we are free. 
Not until we can truly see.
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“Metro”
Andrew Holland
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“Persistence of Memory 
Continuation”

Meg Bonil la
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“Yin de rén”
Claudia Klinck

瘾  的⼈  

Yin de rén -  a relationship with a person you could not 
l ive without

Ever since I was little, I have craved a best friend. Someone 
who was mine, and I was hers. I wanted someone who would take on 
the rest of the world with me, someone who would always be by my 
side. My person. 

Unfortunately, growing up, I never really had that. This was 
largely because I was constantly moving around as a kid, on an 
average of every two years. By the time I would start to warm up to 
someone, it was “see you later!”: off to the next city, the next country, 
the next continent. 

These conditions eventually changed a bit, with my most 
recent move to Virginia. When my dad retired from the Army, our 
life of constant movement came to an end. Here, I have had the time 
to latch onto people, without fear that I’d have to say goodbye to 
them in a year or two. However, moving to Virginia has had its own 
unexpected challenges. Although I may be guilty of generalizing, in 
my personal experience, it has seemed that everyone here has lived in 
this area for their whole lives.

University of Chicago 2018 Prompt: 
The word floccinaucinihilipilification is the act or habit of describing or 

regarding something as unimportant or of having no value. It originated in 
the mid-18th century from the Latin words "floccus," "naucum," "nihilum," 
and “pilus”—all words meaning “of little use." Coin your own word using 
parts from any language you choose, tell us its meaning, and describe the 

plausible (if only to you) scenarios in which it would be most appropriately 
used.
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In my search for that one person, my soul sister, my partner 
in crime… I soon realized that most people had already found theirs. 
Everyone had already claimed their lifelong best friend. There 
simply was no opening for me. So, being the Army brat I was, I 
adapted. I had always been generally outgoing and ready to make 
new friends, so I would make friendships that were wide, but not deep. 
That is, I would always have a good number of people with whom I 
could have a good laugh or share a smile in the hallways; it was not 
as if I would be sitting alone at the lunch table. But still, even when I 
was with a huge group of people, I felt out of place. As a kid, I was a 
“floater:” I had a decent number of friends but never fit into a friend 
group. In all honesty, that is still the case for me today. However, the 
difference is that when I was a kid, I did not have Megan.

Megan is my best friend. The one I have always looked for. 
My one person, my soul sister, my partner-in-crime. She is mine, and 
I am hers. She is the one who takes on the rest of the world with me, 
someone who is always by my side. My person.

We share that military family background in common, since 
she also grew up moving around every year or two. She is the one I 
can always count on. She is two years older than me and is currently 
a sophomore in college. That sounds pretty funny: this one person 
who is supposedly always by my side lives thousands of miles away. 
The thing is, when you are that deeply connected to a person, 
distance does not matter.

Forming the friendship I have with Megan was one of the 
first times I learned to be dependent on another person. The 
experiences of my childhood had always taught me to never rely on 
anyone but myself. After all, I never knew whether or not someone 
would be sticking around, or vanishing from my life within a matter 
of months. Nothing was ever certain. In a funny turn of events, I grew 
up to be a control freak. I always need things to be certain. 
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My friendship with Megan has taught me that it is okay to 
rely on someone other than myself. I am not alone. I have someone 
who is an extension of myself; someone I share everything with, 
someone who never judges me or makes me feel like I am unworthy. 
Everyone deserves a Megan. And everyone deserves the opportunity 
to be someone else’s Megan. To be a giving friend, to be a trusting 
person, and to love unconditionally. She has helped me grow into the 
person I've become and brings out a side of me that I normally don’t 
show others. I can be confident in my own capabilities and have a 
sense of self, while still being able to ask for help. 

There is one thing in this world that I cannot live without. 
There is one thing I turn to when I need to relax, when I need to take 
a break from all the chaos of this life, one thing that calms all the 
anxiousness and voices inside my head. That one thing is my best 
friend, my person: my 瘾 的⼈.
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adjective • /mot:sa’f jato/

Italian .  breathtaking.
“to cut off  one’s breath”

mozzafiato
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“Spring Returns”
Andrew Holland

I gaze upon thy face and see
the freckles spotted there.
A pure and youthful constancy-
How soft, how red your hair!
Please tell me not that we must part.
Sweet summer, oh, this was her start,
but Winter stops my stare.
My eyes turn now to sorer sights;
They do not see my sun, my light.

Please winter take thy grip away
my heart, it longs to feel.
Not icy sheets nor cold decay,
but spring will bring my zeal.
Sweet Time, you turn eternally.
The barren ground will bring up leaves;
My God will let me heal.
When you return within my view
I see bright skies, and life renewed.

How could I doubt the turning time
to bring my love once more?
These sun-streaked skies, this cloudless clime,
they make my spirit soar.
Strong Nature and my God above, 
I thank you for your constant shove.
You never cease or bore.
Great glory to the turning days!
The sun within your eyes does blaze!
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Collected Photographs

“Pure Azure”

“Astrophe”
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o f  T h o m a s  T r a n

"Cool Chroma”

“Jupiter

“all  in al l”

Stir”
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“Rosario”
Nico Moglia

El amanecer en Rosario 
Comienza con el canto de un canario 
El viejo se despierta, saca la ropa de su armario 
Se dirige al portón donde recoge el diario 
Se prepara un mate, mientras usa el baño 
No hay horario 
Por el barrio 
Así comienza un día en Rosario

Translation of Rosario

Sunrise in Rosario
Breaks (starts) with canary's song
The old man wakes and takes clothes out of closet
Heads to porch, he picks up morning’s paper
prepares a coffee while using the bathroom, toilet 
ruminating
No schedule
round the neighborhood
Thus begins a day in Rosario
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“Garden”
Annie Mildrew
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“blue sky”
Gaby Garcia
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And-- you can feel it: 
The thunder rattling the house, 

The rain shooting down
From the heavens,

Moving so fast
It sounds solid. 

The lightning strikes
Filling the whole sky 

It’s a summer night. 
The window is cracked.

Letting the wet smell run through the 
house.

Laid in bed,
It is terrifyingly perfect.

“Perfect Storm”
Isabella Smith
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“Rainbow”
Gaby Garcia
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The pale morning sun glints off the wall 
The beams of light are so bright, they almost echo
Dawn is breaking, The veil is clearing 
A morning anew 
Dim dark shadows creeping 
An arrival of the deepening evening 
Laughter dies and grief settles in 
Love is lost and battles are fought 
But the night endures 
A dark smear on an empty canvas
It cloaks the light 
All but the stars we see 
Until a new day dawns

“Early Morning”
Miriel la Jiffar
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As I walk down this rocky road,
With the snow beneath my feet, 
In my mind I could not forget
her image soft and sweet: 

The entire world in her palms,
The universe inside her eyes,
A graceful smile that blissfully glowed
like stars scattered in the sky.

My cold breath clouded the air,
Making her disappear out of sight. 
The ghost of my brumous past
enshrouded behind my mind.

I never forgot her:
The young girl in the snow. 
She’s still inside me somewhere
as I walk down this rocky road. 

“As I walk down this 
rocky road”

Mia Olson
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“Unedited”
Catherine Hiyama

“Still  Waters”
Katie Duffett
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“Andrew’s Fruit”
Annie Mildrew
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“The Northern Kingdom”
Javier Chiriboga

In the kingdom deep in to the north, where few have 
ventured and none live, there is a snow. One that is much more than 
just cold particles that drift in the wind with gentle arcs. The snow 
we know is kind and delicate, a soft caress of cold on our skin. It 
plays with us, exhibiting the beauty of nature in a new and wondrous 
form. Each flake imbues us with a jolt of energy, spurring us to recall 
the comfort and warmth of a glowing hearth. The snow up north is 
very different and very harsh. In that land of ice, the snow is an ever-
present force, one that beats at every door and batters every roof. It 
rests greedily on every surface, claiming it as its own. A miser, that 
snow is. One that clasps every inch of the frigid kingdom with 
deathly fingers, attaching itself to any and all objects that would dare 
rise to see the world. There are no animals, no people, only a few 
houses built long ago for the snow squeezes out the life of any living 
creature with its icy hold. It lies upon everything like a dragon 
guarding its treasure hoard. The flakes of ice hang on the tundras 
and vast plains, swallowing up the land and few grasses that grow in 
starvation of sunlight, wanting more. The snow is a fiend, that 
scrooge, ingesting all that it comes in contact with. It is cold, as if it 
knew nothing of heat and warmth. This cold is one of solitude and 
loneliness. All that truly lives there is the snow, without 
companionship or company, an outcast of the world, secluded in the 
furthest reaches of the globe. It is not wanted by the rest of the 
world. 

Perhaps this is why the snow of the north wants so much and 
lets go of nothing, searching for something more, so it takes in order 
to find it, what ever it may be. But even the kingdom of the north 
does not understand that by taking more and more it only loses what 
it wants most. 
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“Maps”
Trey Pallace
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how can you not see it? see it sewn into  
sweatshirts, trapped underneath fingernails, 
condensed under frames. 

how can you not see it? see it tangled between  
loose strands, constricting thighs, 
filling sore throats with silence. 

how can you not see it? see it pulsing in  
irises, strung between breaths, 
ingrained in palms. 

how can you not see it? see it lingering in  
stills, lagging behind words, 
dampering movements, heavying  
noise. 

take a moment.  

move closer.  

adjust. 

can you see it? 

“you’re only looking"
Caroline Keir
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How the labyrinth seemed to an onlooker:
Ancient, decayed, lifeless. 
The paths were no longer distinct
The classical art once adorning the wilted hedges crumbled
The color disappeared.
Rust and fragments instead 
Only pieces of a forgotten memory. 

Only a lackluster shine remains, 
glinting off the metal from the setting sun.

Abandoned souls find their rest here, 
Seeking the tenuous bond between life and death. 
Yet suddenly it is lost. 
Just when they grasped it by their fingertips, 
there was nothing but an untouchable desire.

Did it seem to matter anymore? 
Did anything seem to matter anymore?

A door opens 
A light shines 
Then that light goes dark. 
They are lost once more 
For what is a journey without the end?

“What is a Journey?”
Miriel la Jiffar
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“Gertrude”
Catherine 

Hiyama

“Prickly” 
Cece Finucan
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noun • /de.pɛ . iz .mã/

French .  a feel ing of being a 
foreigner in a foreign land. 
the sense of disorientation 
that comes from leaving 
one’s home.

dépaysement
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“Crowdsourcing”
Catherine Hiyama
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“Letter to a Friend with Love”
Melissa Nguyen

Dear Franky,

I still remember. I was in kindergarten, happily carrying 
my purple Ariel lunchbox. My mom had packed me a 
traditional Vietnamese vegetable soup, and I was so excited to 
show my friends a piece of my culture. At lunchtime, I rushed 
over to my cubby to get my lunch, and, to my horror, my soup 
had leaked out of its container and stained my lunchbox a deep 
red. I thought that my classmates would assume that Iâ€™d 
brought blood for lunch. In that moment, my tiny, five-year old 
self had determined to never bring any Vietnamese food to 
school again. It was then that I decided I would eat the foreign 
cafeteria food that made my stomach ache. Change came eight 
years later, right before freshman year of high school. I stopped 
wearing the same clothes that my so-called friends wore, 
stopped eating their food, stopped trying to be like them 
because the truth was that no matter how hard I tried, I could 
not be like them. My classmates would never believe that I was 
like them because my parents packed me rice and red-colored 
soup for lunch, and my parents did not have time to write notes 
on my napkins. For years, I had tried in vain to hide my 
Vietnamese heritage. I was not completely Vietnamese but not 
American either, and that’s okay.
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I stopped caring about what others thought and thank 
goodness I did because I found friends who do not look at my 
rice and red-colored soup and judge me, and it is the most 
liberating feeling.

Your Dear Friend,
Melissa Nguyen

“political diffusion”
Catherine Hiyama
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“Lunch with an Asian American”
Franky Padil la Coo

She did not eat in front of her friends. They scrunch 
their noses as she opened her container of rice with sauce and 
meat, still steaming with droplets of condensation from the heat 
on the lid. To them, the smell was oddly foreign. The very sight 
of it drew them near before they drew back. Her food did not 
look appetizing. To them, it was unusual to eat lunch that had 
been kept in a towering container. Why did she have so many 
containers? Why did she eat so much food?

She put it away for later. She will eat when no one is 
around, just to make sure her parents did not scold her for 
being ungrateful or not eating. She will finish her food because 
she loved the flavors, just not in front of everyone else. 
Everyone else simply did not understand.

They looked at her funny again. She replaced her 
lunchbox with a snack in a thick package decorated with 
quirky animations, like the types seen in Japanese kid shows: 
an angry onion wearing a jacket, a happy child munching on 
the snack itself, a panda playing a sport. The smell was 
different again, and now they simply glanced at her 
suspiciously. Why did her snacks have seaweed? Why were 
some of those chips shrimp flavored? Wasn't that gross?

She put it away for later. It's okay, she told herself. It's 
okay, she told the grandmother in her head who she pictured 
staring at her disapprovingly. She will finish it, she swore, just 
not now, not while they all look on.
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Her family who immigrated with her and her family still 
in the motherland did not understand. Her peers did not 
understand. She was stuck in a fusion of the past and present, 
and it was hard to not feel a bit lonely. 

It seems like such a silly thing. Food seems like 
something so trivial to be upset and embarrassed about. If 
anything, it should be celebrated. Food encourages people 
around the world to travel, and even for those who cannot 
travel, food can connect one culture with another in the 
simplest of settings. And yet, there is a looming pressure to be 
anything but different, different with weird smelling food, 
different eating vegetables no one has heard before.

Now, she scrunches her nose as someone opens their 
container of rice with sauce and meat, which still has droplets 
of condensation from the heat on the lid. There is an unfamiliar 
aroma floating through the air, and she spots indistinguishable 
shapes mixed together in a thick plastic container. She imagines 
the possible flavors just in one lunch, the smooth texture of 
thick sauce coupled with soft grains of rice. The vegetables are 
probably seasoned well, and they look bright and fresh. It 
draws her near, and she gasps. She gasps delightfully "Is that 
rice?" she asks, and when the other girl nods timidly, she can 
confidently pull out that same, once embarrassing lunchbox. 
She takes out the container of rice and lifts the lid, and they 
share an excited smile knowing that food can be a source of 
shame, but it can also be a force of solidarity.
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“Ethel and Me”
Olivia Hays

No matter how hard we try to hide our insecurities, 
they have their way of creeping into our safest and happiest 
places. I tasted this truth during my sophomore year at Bishop 
Ireton High School after having just been cast in a lead role. It 
was a dream come true! I immediately fell in love with the 
eccentric and compassionate elderly woman that was my 
character: Ethel P. Savage in The Curious Savage. 

 I saw glimpses of myself in Ethel’s lines. People refer to 
me as an old soul. I have a passion for timeless style, vintage 
clothes, and period plays. My family says it’s because I am so 
much like my Grandma Marge. Everyone knew who my 
grandma was. She floated from event to event entrancing 
everyone she talked too. Strong-willed and full of lively 
personality she left a mark on everyone she knew. Â I look like 
her, think like her, laugh like her, and move like her. So 
naturally, when I got this role I had a ready reference to pull 
from. I channeled my grandma through the entire character 
development process, but I was missing one crucial skill.
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I share another trait in common with my grandma. We 
both have no aim. This isn’t a simple case of missing a ball at 
bat; my lack of aim can be life-threatening to anyone remotely 
around me. When I was in elementary school, I avoided any 
playground games involving projectiles and entertained my 
peers by making fun of myself during gym class -- avoidance 
and distraction worked then. In the script, however, Ethel P. 
Savage throws three darts at her step daughter’s picture on the 
living room wall. The dart throwing occurs at the height of 
suspense before the curtain closes on Act 1, and then during a 
crucial scene in Act 2. Never did I imagine that I would have to 
throw anything with precision onstage! My insecurity and lack 
of skill would be on display for hundreds of audience members, 
and I would end up letting down the cast, the crew, my 
director, and my friends watching the show!

After a near miss with a fellow cast member’s ear during 
rehearsal, teaching me how to throw darts became a high 
priority for the cast. About a dozen different “instructors” tried 
to come to my rescue, but to no avail. I was in the wrong 
mindset. The poor unsuspecting wall suffered one puncture 
wound after another and the set crew was genuinely 
concerned. The irony of the situation was pressing on me: I had 
finally gotten a lead role for a character I loved, and my 
moment to present this wonderful character to the world was 
hindered by a handicap. Couldn’t we just change the script? 
But I knew the real answer to that desperate question. 
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A voice inside my head had been growing louder and 
louder during this time, and finally, I couldn’t ignore its 
message: “Ethel P. Savage has great aim even if Grandma 
Marge (and Olivia) doesn’t.” I couldn’t deny this truth. 
Avoidance and distraction were no longer options. This time, I 
openly accepted the help of my peers and allowed myself to fail 
productively. During Tech Week and before each show, I 
arrived 45 minutes earlier than the call time so that I could 
practice throwing darts with the mindset and precision of Ethel 
P. Savage. 

Ethel was fully onstage for two hours every show night 
and hit her target in more ways than one.  My supportive 
castmates glued their ears on the other side of the wall, 
ignoring any fear of getting speared, to hear if I hit the dart 
board and silently cheer me on. I sent all three darts to the 
board during one performance! Oh, and some parts of the wall 
were reusable. Most importantly, the experience onstage and 
off was highly gratifying. The standing ovations didn’t hurt, but 
learning to face my fears, be vulnerable, and accept the help of 
others was a timeless, life-changing experience. Ethel P. Savage 
lives on!
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“Theater Kids”
Annie Mildrew
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“Through a Window”
Gaby Garcia
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inspiration meets hesitation 

halfway

pen stumbling in syncopated scribbles
retreating to the sad attempt 
at an eye 
in the bottom right corner

so full of purpose 
their certainty 
seems to fuel your own 
doubt 

shovels coal into the pit of your 
stomach 

drapes hazy filters over expressions
until they’re universal 

gleaming

“fidget”
Caroline Keir
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Here we are,
writing yet another poem.
What will this one be about?
Something meaningful, I assume.
If I can manage that today.

The words should spell out onto the page and fill me up, 
but I feel emptier.
It’s like the letters are leaving me to be placed here.
Isn’t that what I’ve been afraid of for so long?
That someday, I will lose all my words.
I’ll spend them on a stupid little ditty 
I only wrote to feel productive.

Is this productive?
Because what is the use of a poem
I may never share, certainly never sell?
Maybe these lines are lines of practice.
Someday I’ll be a journalist, 
or something equally practical and boring, 
just a little reminiscent of the words
that filled me up.

“What Filled Me Up”
Kathleen McNerney
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Then I can look back at typing 
with two fingers, 
and think it was really good that I had trained so well.
I’ll thank my past self for these
silly little exercises for the real future.

Because this isn’t the real world, is it?
I’m not yet a real person.
This isn’t a poem!
It has no aim, it has no theme.
It doesn’t rhyme, it doesn’t flow off the tongue.
It’s bulky.
No one will read this 
and be glad they knew 
how some kid was sad that life is hard.

No one cares how a child slowly learns 
that the world isn’t cold, 
it’s just a tad too warm and you will be stuck 
tugging on your collar for the rest of your life.

Wow.
What a great poem.
I’m so glad we did this.
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“Black Culture"
Taylor Johnson

What is Black Culture?

Black Culture represents the African Americans,
who when faced with setbacks and tribulations 
against all odds persevered. 
Rather than admitting defeat, they stood united, grew stronger.

Black Culture represents black people like
W.E.B Du Bois and Booker T. Washington,
who fought to educate African Americans. 
 
Black Culture brought us educational institutions:
Howard University, Spelman College, Tuskegee University;
founded to cultivate black people
when they were denied access 
to mainstream colleges and universities

And Mary McLeod Bethune 
who organized a schoolhouse with one tiny room
sitting solitary on a worn-out wasteland

Black Culture is rooted in Christ 
thanks to religious fighters like Reverend Richard Allen,
who founded the first African American Christian Church. 

Black Culture is the success of African Americans
like Thurgood Marshall and Charles Houston,
who fought against racist laws.
Desegregated schools in Brown v. the Board of Education.

Because of Black Culture in America, 
everyone can learn together
regardless of race.
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Black Culture represents writers, poets, novelists
Maya Angelou, James Baldwin, Langston Hughes, Lorraine 
Hansberry
Who revealed the struggles of African Americans with the power 
of words

Black Culture is inventions
Caller ID, call waiting, fiber-optic cables 
Dr. Shirley Jackson,
The first African American woman to earn a doctorate in nuclear 
physics at MIT. 

Black Culture saves lives
Charles Drew, 
who revolutionized blood plasma research and developed the first 
blood banks;
Dr. Daniel Williams,
who performed the first heart surgery;
Garrett Morgan,
who invented traffic signals to reduce automobile accidents
and gas masks so that firefighters could navigate smoky buildings,
roaring with fires inside

Black Culture is Hall Of Fame athletes: 
Jesse Owens,
who represented America in the 1936 Olympic games, 
and won 4 gold medals as Adolf Hitler watched,
Wilma Rudolph,
who survived polio
and still went on to win three gold medals for America in the 1960 
Olympics. 
Jack Johnson,
who became the first African American heavyweight boxing 
champion 
at the height of Jim Crow.

Black Culture represents performers
Like dancer, Alvin Ailey, and his company who became 
ambassadors
representing modern American dance around the world. 
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Alvin Ailey and his dancers translated black culture 
To the stage.
 
Black Culture is pioneering rappers
Like Run DMC and DJ Kool,
who informed us of inner city struggles 
when the news neglected to.

Black Culture is Queen Latifah
Who encouraged young women 
To carry themselves with respect and confidence. 

Black Culture is Billie Holiday singing the blues—
 the greatest single musical influence on Frank Sinatra

Black Culture is musicians;
Duke Ellington and Louis Armstrong 
Establishing jazz,
one of the greatest contributions 
to America’s classical music

Black Culture is Ryan Coogler,
who successfully captured black culture on film
while directing the best picture-nominated and top-grossing 
superhero movie
the Black Panther.

Black Culture represents Wall Street moguls
 like Madam CJ Walker, a self-made early 19th-century 
millionaire 
Who paved the way for American women to be entrepreneurs
Reginald Lewis, the first African-American
 to build a billion-dollar business
These heroes and heroines all represent Black Culture;
Determination and success against adversity. 

African American culture enhanced the history and culture of the 
United States. 
Black Culture is American culture. 
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“High Life”
Andrew Holland
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hiraeth
noun • / ˈhɪra i θ̯ /

Welsh .  An intense longing or 
nostalgia for a place one once 
called home or lost to you or 
possibly for a t ime or place one 
has never experienced.
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“Portrait of 
Caroline Keir”

Gaby Garcia
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16 is confusing the clock,
keeping one foot on your 

front porch,
and letting the other hit the 

gas.
recarving the lines on your forehead

adding.
(because he wants you to)

erasing. 
(because you heard what she said)

It’s wanting more than you can have.
realizing that your hazel eyes are 

brown
and still wishing they were 

blue.

It’s fear and freedom and 

fearing

freedom.

“16”
Caroline Keir
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16 is knowing 

everything. 

except for what you 

need to. 

screaming out of car windows 

gagging yourself behind closed doors

It’s being told that you’re 5’5 
and that you won’t grow another 

inch,

then going home and cutting your hair
because you can’t bear the 
thought 
of staying 
how you are 

now.
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it has been said that my eyes 
are
unnervingly
large.
I refuse to
protest
because I quite like the
idea of
unnerving someone.
they are not really that big.
but they look it
behind the thick
convoluted
glass I wear
stretching over them.
is it odd to become so fixated 
on
your own eyes
that you meet them each 
morning
with intensity too strong for
6 AM?

are you supposed to 
romanticize
your own eyes? 
because yes
The boy with the stiff posture 
and 
shy smile
has eyes that remind me of
rain
because they are earth
and clean air
and I want to brush the hair
off his
forehead 
and stare into them.
the girl with the sunshine
yellow dress
has eyes that crinkle up
when she gives me a
passion-sharing 
glad-to-be-here-with-you 
grin.

“My Eyes”
Kathleen McNerney
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I wish I could
bottle up
the colors of my brother’s eyes
and paint them on my fingernails.
but my eyes stare back from the mirror
soulful
knowing
dark blue
like memories that are worn at the edges
and can’t quite be placed with an emotion.
like the sky ought to be
like I am larger
than 
life 
and certainly larger than all this.
they do not shine.
they take in all the light
up to my brain
where it faintly glows.
I could swim in my eyes.
I shouldn’t be saying that
about myself.
but I will anyway.
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Senior Year I-IV
AnneMarie Caballero

I. heavy

My whole life, there’s been s o m e t h i n g
weighing on my chest,
but no — that’s not quite right.
Saying weight makes it seem as if it’s quantifiable like 
sometimes it’s lighter, sometimes heavier.

It’s just heavy, and it’s just there.
And I can’t tell you what I mean 
because half the problem is just that 
I can’t put it in words.

I dance around it - I talk in terms of
weight,
pressure,
dimension.
Because — it feels physical,
yet once I begin talking
I realize the only way to know 
is to feel it yourself.
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All I know is:
I want to feel light again,

For there to be no other organ in my chest,
For the worst parts of me to stop being tangible, concrete, 
heavy.

I was in a class a couple years ago. 
The teacher went on a long history of the brain,
tracing it back to the Ancients.
“The Egyptians thought emotions came from the heart.”
Apparently, they weren’t wrong.
There are neurons in our hearts — 
so, maybe that’s it.

“yellow is her favorite color”
Isabella Smith
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II. growing (apart)

Am I alone in hoping?
That when relationships end, and we slowly fall apart
That time together leaves an indelible mark,
a thread unspooling, burning our fingers.
We leave traces on the other, and am I alone in hoping
That somebody can see it? Delicate and fragile
hanging in the in between.

Am I alone in hoping?
That every time we say goodbye,
be it after six weeks or seven years,
some part of you hopes too.
A hope for a someday-later-on
when we’ll be remembering the cupcake-splattering-incident
or that-time-at-the-cafe-in-the-pouring-rain, and
we will no longer be content as a fond memory of a past time.

I would rather be known than remembered.

Am I alone in hoping? 
That among the 7,694,137,750 of us
We aren’t just randomly bumping our way into the entire 
human population.
Our arcs, when drawn across humankind, will invariably 
intersect
— and that gives me hope.
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Still, I’m starting to feel a little alone
because it’s been 6548 days since I arrived,
and every day, people drift farther,
content with being passing amusements for each other.

Don’t get me wrong — I’m not totally opposed,
but that can’t — it can’t possibly be everything.
Because the thought of every tie becoming transient
leaves the heaviness of absence in my chest.

I don’t know about you —
I prefer disappointed hopes to that heaviness
every day and twice on Sundays too.

“Real Men Drink Almond Milk”
Annie Mildrew
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III. cosmos

we strive simply to touch the cosmos,
the greater fabric

behind the
stars,

planets,
and the face you see

sitting across from you in a little coffee shop,
with whitewashed walls and stucco tables 
and steaming mugs of mint tea cupped in too-warm hands.

there is as much God, as much beauty, as much truth
in your eyes as in a supernova,
burning itself into a spectrum,
a spectacle of light glancing off your retinas.

There is as much God, as much truth, as much strength 
in the soft tones of your voice
and the gentle peaks of your laughter as
all the lost knowledge of libraries long past.

There is as much God and as much strength 
in the set of your shoulders with each day 
as in the lines of the mountain
carved across the horizon.
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“Sustaining the Dialogue”
Gaby Garcia
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IV. cusp

Same right turn off north morgan to north beauregard,
same malachite foliage entwining overhead,
same stop sign on the same road,
familiarity in the turn of my hands curving around the steering 
wheel
pushing it to the right then sliding back to rest.

Days are ticking, seconds counting,
my whole world as I know it winding down to one single 
moment.
Graduation from childhood to adulthood, 
in the most capital sense of the word,
which, be there gradations left to process, still means 
this great, impossible
sense of something
is waiting for me on the other side.

With different trees, different roads,
and similar stop signs, but not quite the same:
an entirely different world awaits
where this version will slowly disintegrate,
not by my own volition, but that of the world’s,
of the constantly turning and churning clock,
dictating that childhood—is—up.
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Same pale-green eyes, same annoyingly-thick hair,
similar clothes but a little more orange thrown in.
Where will the differences end and begin?

Days of kickball and recess and one-room classrooms are long 
gone,
so too are crayons and bedtimes.
Yet, I am undeniably a child.
A girl, who’s taken steps alone, but she’s still defined
by family, by parents, by the home I’ve known for eighteen 
years.

Because this, this street, just me and my car,
driving home amongst the exultation of spring
will never be the same
in a way more irrevocably different than never-being-the-same 
has ever been before.
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“line of sight”
Gaby Garcia
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Just once more I say, but it will always come back
Just once more I say, when it haunts me in the black

Just once more I say, when I push back
Just once more I plead, when I am caught unaware

When it comes unnoticed from its evil lair

Only then do I feel the pain of loss engulf me
Only then do I let that painful memory seep into my heart 

against all despair

I wait and there it is,
As black as a raven’s brow

The curse that awaits me for all eternity

As the dawn breaks the night,
Memory shall haunt me forevermore

“Memory”
Miriel la Jiffar
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“A Day at Mass MOCA”
(Told Through Stolen Words)

Caroline Keir

This is an experimental poem written at the 
Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary Art using 
overheard conversations and language incorporated 
into the exhibits.  

“Dear, Shira
First of all...
What’s a rhombus?
It just looks like someone got hungry and ate a 
bunch of clogs
Let’s go in the dumpster!

2ABC 
3DEF 
4GHI

This is Fall Out Boy.
Trust me….. 
I would know.
Thumbs up for the mothership!
Another day
Another dollar in America.
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They fall from my right eye 
because I love you.
They fall from my left 
because I cannot bear you.

piano is NOT for playing
value Nothing
no experience required.
open hand strikes: pretty self explanatory
pressure 
point 
manipulation

i’ll have a diet coke on the rocks
to remember--
press pause
--breathe
sorry we only have lemons”
 
*This document is not to be released* 
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My Magnum Opus
Abigail  Abraham

As a child, I was scarcely seen without a book in my hand, 
allocating most of my free time to reading literature far beyond my 
grade level and brandishing the covers to my classmates. When The 
Hunger Games and Divergent became trendy, I begged my parents to 
take me to Barnes & Noble to get copies with the glossiest covers. 
Eventually, I grew tired of the pesky character development and 
story-building that got in the way of the heated romances and 
thrilling action sequences and decided that, instead of waiting for the 
ultimate dystopian sci-fi novel to hit the shelves, what would be most 
fulfilling would be to create a story of my own.

Fueled by determination and seventh-grade hormones, I sat 
down on my parent’s computer, created a playlist of emotional 
Christina Perri and Adele ballads, and began to write what I felt was 
the magnum opus of dystopian fiction. One chapter a day, I told 
myself, and ultimately held myself to that promise. I used my favorite 
texts as a model for the plot and researched hundreds of articles on 
story setup, engaging conflict, and literary techniques. The finished 
product was Defiance— the story of Vega, a rebellious teenager from 
Territory 52, who is chosen coincidentally along with Gale, her 
hunky best friend, to join an elite spy team dubbed the Resistance. 
Their mission is to infiltrate the Square, a lavish city where the top 
bureaucrats, business moguls, and eccentric socialites reside, 
including the President and his charming son, Collin. Vega is tasked 
with wooing Collin with her “wholesome brown orbs,” but the 
mission goes awry when Vega falls for Collin, the man she once 
sought to destroy.
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Predictably, the novel was laughable at best. A stereotypical 
power-hungry villain, an unlikable and fatalistic heroine, and a four-
person love triangle. Nevertheless, once I had finished the 365th 
page and typed “THE END,” I felt the story had the potential to 
reach further than the confines of my computer. I spent the next 
three weeks editing my draft, researching agencies and drafting 
query letters, and even attempted to design a cover on PhotoShop. 
As I began sending query after query to various agents, I slowly 
became blinded by the potential success that awaited me.

Then I received my first rejection. Then a second. A third. A 
fourth. Soon my inbox was stuffed with variations of “I appreciate 
your work, but it wasn’t for me.” Sixty-five rejections. That sizable 
number was difficult to swallow, and I contemplated whether Defiance 
was proficient enough to be my literary debut.

To fully address my concerns, I forced myself to look at my 
manuscript with a critical lens. Even at thirteen years old, I knew it 
needed work. In order for agents to even glance at Defiance, the plot 
had to be completely reworked, and I estimated that two months 
were needed to present a suitable draft to publishers.

But then, perhaps, the novel that combined my sci-fi and 
romantic fantasies wasn’t meant to see a bookshelf. Perhaps I hadn’t 
been exposed to enough credible works of fiction and did not possess 
the writing skills to come close to the standard I had set for myself. It 
took a few days for me to realize that, and upon that realization, I 
cried. But after I cried, I wiped my tears, went back to my father’s 
computer and began writing another story.

Since that day, I have written several stories spanning many 
genres, from historical to horror, and have posted them to websites 
such as Wattpad and Scribophile for critiques. I've matured enough 
to know that I need to mature myself before I can create a work of 
true merit; however, with each story I write I get closer to my 
magnum opus, and that alone instills within me hope that I can live up 
to the writer my thirteen-year-old self envisioned.
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duende
noun • /do ͞o ˈendā /

Spanish .  the strange, 
unexplainable power to invoke 
extreme emotion, especial ly of 
works of art.
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“greenhouse”
Annie Mildrew
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“Shady Lady”
Annie Mildrew
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I turn a corner only to find here
Your empty words and my nameless feelings.

Parted lips crafting hollow verses join 
Lost hearts dripping in confused emotions. 

Silently, the wind whispers the title. 
My search almost complete, I can’t quite hear. 

Why is it that I cannot know the word? 
Yet, my body knows more than I am told.

I am like arid earth, no water near.
A nimbus yells, but my voice is quiet.

My ears hear a tempest, but no thunder.
I have heard the names but have not felt them,
I have seen the books but cannot smell them.

Have you taken my taste so I may see?
When I leave here, will I feel what I know?
Or, have you just taught me how to forget?

“Academia”
Javier Chiriboga
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He lies hunched beside a
pyre of papers
and a
fun sized lamplet

Hypnotized by grading’s repetition
in a labour-like trance
a farmer plowing the field
again, again and
again.

Only stopping to rake
tumbleweed hair.

“My Dad Grading Papers”
Nico Moglia
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“Deconstructed Portrait”
Meg Bonil la
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“Existence”
Nathaniel  Swindell

Part 1: Construction.
Bangs. Drills. Hammers. The cold winter air. Voices and 
the sounds of vehicles. I can not see or hear. Only feel. 
Now complete. Now lonely. The first time of many.

Part 2: Visitors.
Only loneliness. Then, visitors. Doors being opened. 
Doors being shut. Inspections. More voices. A vehicle 
moving away. Then, loneliness again.

Part 3: Buyers.
More doors, more voices. Prices being haggled. Visitors 
entering, then leaving. Then finally, an agreement.

Part 4: Bought. 
New voices. New people. New furniture. New sounds. 
New feelings. New everything. Felt wanted, but the small 
feeling of happiness did not last.

Part 5: Gone
New people suddenly leave, and I am alone again. Other 
people arrive and buy. Never did know why first people 
left. Was it my fault?
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Part 6: One
Just one. One person bought. One person stayed. Years, 
perhaps. Maybe less. Maybe more. Can’t remember. Don’t 
want to.

Part 7: Missed
 One person left. Two more arrived. Missed one person. 
Never added anything. Never took anything. Left it where 
it was. 

Part 8: Pain
New people took out an old wall. Added a new one. Felt 
it. Felt the pain. But they didn’t know. They never knew.

Part 9: Envy
House across street got torn down. As did a few 
others.Felt them fade away to nothingness.
Grow to envy those houses.

Part 10: Mold
Suddenly had mold. Could feel it spreading in wood. Like 
an infestation, seeping through cracks, trying to get 
everywhere.

Part 11: Clean
Wall-breaking owners find mold. Hire someone to clean it. 
Can’t clean. Deemed hazard. Abandoned by everybody 
now.

Part 12: Creeping
Mold got worse. Doesn’t stop. 3 months later, it’s 
completely taken over everything.
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Part 13: Evacuation
Hear yells. People on street are yelling at other people to 
leave immediately. Don’t know why. Don’t want to know.

Part 14: War
Hear more yells. Then, gunfire. A war. Wonder if I will be 
safe. People enter. Smash windows to use as shooting 
holes. They didn’t know I felt that. Then again, they likely 
didn’t care.

Part 15: Bullet
Hear gunfire and even more yelling. It has started. Felt 
bullet pierce brick. Then another. Then more. Never felt 
worse.

Part 16: Sickness
People inside say they’re getting sick. Feeling bad. 
Checked for diseases. None found. They don’t know about 
the mold.

Part 17: Run
Hear more frantic yelling. Everybody flees. They drive 
away, hurriedly. Don’t know why. I felt something bad 
was about to happen. I find out I was right.

Part 18: Bomb
Silence. Nothing but utter silence. Then, the sound of a 
place. A few seconds later, an extremely loud sound. Then 
something hit me. Still don’t know what it was, but I know 
it reduced me to a basement.
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Part 19: Alone
Was alone for what felt like the longest time. Don’t know 
how long it actually was. Felt like decades, but it might 
have just been minutes.

Part 20: Taken
People arrive. Take bricks to some other place. I was only 
there in one brick. I did not want to know where I was 
going. 

Part 21: Ride
Tossed in back of truck. Driven away. Felt other bricks 
near me. Some mine, some others. Tried to see if I could 
talk to them somehow. I couldn’t. I wonder if they tried to 
talk too.

Part 22: Hole
Truck hit a pothole. I fell off. Cracked on road. Felt it 
driving away in distance. Not sure if I wanted it to return 
or not.

Part 23: Reflection
Reflected in everything that brought me to this miserable 
point. The buyers. The mold. The war. The truck. 
Realized I couldn’t change it. Then, felt a truck approach.

Part 24: Dasein
Felt truck approach. Felt wheel coming toward me. 
Closer. Closer. Felt brick shatter. Then… gone.

End.
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“A Pause”
Thomas Tran

Oceans rise
Oceans fall
I’ve felt like I’ve seen it all
Yet I still watch in silence
it happens again and again
Never really knowing when
I’ll see it once more 
But the waters never fail me
They always have a surprise in store
But this time there's nothing
What am I living for?

The doors are all shut
in this quiet hallway of mine
Light seeps out from underneath them
Like the fading lights on a concert stage
The only sound being
The beautiful melody echoing in my head
Am I already dead? 
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A sea of tall grass
Stretches before me
Someone bounds through
the soft bristles
wrapping around us
I chase after them
What a sweet memory
So close in my heart like I just kissed it
A memory that never existed
Why do feel like I miss it?

Time doesn’t stand still for you
It drives off
Leaving you to stare into its fumes
And as you watch it billowing
in your face
For perhaps too long
You remember that it’s your only ride
And as you catch up to it
You realize your thinking was wrong
You begin to see clearly, past the smoke
And when you do finally catch it
Things have changed
And they will keep doing that
You will too
But you will find people on the way
that really do care
And you’re going somewhere
I think we’ll be okay.
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“To Run”
Thomas Tran

This house reeks of addiction
The people share
No real connections--
Just friction
fueled by foolish conviction
and meaningless strife--
The price they have to bear
To live without distinction
between death and life

I only know one thing to be true
The feeling of not being able to run
away is incomparable to having
nowhere to run to
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“Journey to Brooklyn”
Katie Duffett
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The following passages were written in a specific style from a past era 
of literature. The first one, “The Bizarre Blizzard,” is patterned off of 

Romantic literature with focuses on exaggerated emotion and 
connection to nature, all conveyed through a modern diary entry. The 

second story,“What a Day Can Change,” is Naturalist, which means it 
also incorporates the power of nature but it has a harsher and darker 

outlook on life. Interestingly, both feature a blizzard.

“The Bizarre Blizzard”
Samantha Lee

Dear Diary, 
Yesterday was most certainly the craziest day of my life. 
It was my first day back to school after the winter break. I 

was especially excited to go back to school because I had not seen 
my friends in what felt like ages. I was already overflowing with 
such great joy, but the gorgeous weather made my day even 
better. The sky was a brilliant blue. The warm rays of the sun 
embraced me. It certainly did not feel like January. Everything 
was perfect, as if I were transported to the Garden of Eden. There 
was nothing that could bring me down … or so I thought.

The first class I had that day delivered what I thought was 
the worst news of my life. I was partnered with Melinda Cho for 
my literature project. Melinda Cho and I have been enemies ever 
since she cut off my hair in kindergarten. She makes my blood 
boil with indescribable amounts of anger and frustration. She is a 
thunderstorm that blocks the sun. She is a dark force. She is 
everything wrong in life.

Of course, I had to be partnered with her.
She walked toward me in her usual sly manner. With great 

reluctance, I invited her to my house that evening. I looked up 
and internally screamed, “I do not deserve this!” Woe is me, woe 
is me!
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She showed up at my door later that day, and of course, 
there she was, with her smug face, judging my house that was 
probably smaller than her bedroom alone. However, this was not 
strange because I was used to Melinda judging me. What was 
strange was that from behind her came a huge gust of arctic wind 
carrying just a few snowflakes… when it was not snowing 
outside. It nearly knocked me down, but I got back up, 
determined to get the night over with.

Thirty minutes in, we had written one sentence, had three 
fights, and had taken five breaks. I got up to take my sixth break 
and went to the window. And what do I see? Two feet of snow! 
How was it possible that two feet of snow had accumulated in a 
matter of thirty minutes? In 60-degree weather? That I still do not 
know. I rush to turn on the TV, and I see warnings saying that the 
roads are closed and that we are all trapped in for the night. I 
drop to the floor, crying, head in hands. Melinda Cho would have 
to spend the night at my house. At that thought, I felt my stomach 
turn. My life was truly at its lowest point. I had hit rock bottom. 
The only good news was that my life would never be as bad as it 
was in that moment. 

Melinda Cho and I seemed to be on the same page. We 
remained silent as we looked out the window at the insane 
snowstorm. The snow was furiously rushing down from the sky. 
The winds were howling and shaking the entire house. All we 
could see was a white blur. As scary as it was, it was quite 
calming, too. The silent night and the millions of snowflakes 
falling down were so tranquil. It was a nice change from the 
stressful night I had. Melinda Cho and I looked at each other and 
smiled. We smiled at each other! That had never happened before. 
It was a weird feeling but also a good feeling. It was as if in that 
moment our ten-year feud had … come to an end. Was there some 
spell that the snow had cast on us? There was no logical 
explanation to this. 

We sat there for hours, talking about the snow, school, and 
more. It was strange but felt somewhat natural. Maybe Melinda 
and I were always meant to be friends. We just needed something 
to bring us together. Until yesterday, I had thought that there was 
no force in any world of any universe that could accomplish that 
task. Who would have thought that the force was a mysterious 
blizzard? I guess nature is pretty powerful.

Sincerely, 
Samantha Lee
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“Headspace”
Catherine Hiyama
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“What a Day Can Change”
Maryclaire O’Brien

Snowflake after snowflake struck the ground frenziedly, 
white bandits intent on stealing any life or color that could be 
seen. Everything from the jet-black streets to the vibrant hue of 
the evergreen trees was completely blanketed by this sea of white. 
While the ominous dark clouds completely covered the sky, 
leaving almost no light to seep through, Saoirse still watched 
wistfully, wishing she was outside; or rather anywhere but her 
mind-numbingly dull English class this Friday. A loud voice from 
overhead interrupted her thoughts, “Fairfax County Public 
Schools has announced an emergency early release of schools. 
Students must vacate the school premises as quickly as 
possible."While cheering, students flooded the hallways ecstatic to 
have an early start to their weekend. 

Saoirse rushed out to her old beat-up car, only to groan at 
the sight of her tiny freshman neighbor waiting for her. “Saoirse, 
my mom is still at work. Can you please please please give me a 
ride? I’d owe you one!” he begged. She rolled her eyes but 
unlocked the car for him. Saoirse and little Jasper waited in 
silence to leave the school parking lot for over a half hour. Even as 
they waited in line to get on the road, snowflakes landed on 
Saoirse’s black car, painting the black canvas with white strokes. 
As the car finally got onto the main road, she breathed a sigh of 
relief. Always the bearer of bad news, Jasper looked up nervously 
from the backpack he was searching frantically through, “Saoirse, 
I left my laptop at school and I have a paper due Monday! We 
need to go back!" She looked down at the freshman pest in 
disdain, “No! We just waited to get out of here for 30 minutes and 
I am not going back to school!”Jasper looked up with tears in his 
eyes, "Please Saoirse, I will pay you for gas money and give you 
$20! I’m actually desperate because I can’t fail this class!” With 
her eyes lighting up at the mention of money, Saoirse agreed to 
this plan because she and her family were always short on cash. 
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At a speed quite questionable for a school zone, they 
rushed back to Mount Vernon High School and ran to the front 
door just as it was about to be locked. The janitor that was 
supposed to be locking up looked at the odd pair suspiciously, 
“You kids, were supposed to be headed home a while ago. I have 
to lock up right now so I can head home before the storm gets too 
bad.” On the verge of a meltdown, little Jasper begged the janitor 
to let him in to quickly get his laptop. Exasperated and desperate 
to get home, the janitor gave Jasper the code to get into the 
building but made him promise to go as quickly as possible 
because the blizzard was supposed to get much heavier. Jasper 
dragged Saoirse to his locker with him because he was too scared 
to go in the building alone. “This is definitely not worth the $20. I 
really need new neighbors,” Saoirse thought to herself, irritated 
by Jasper’s childish behavior. Annoyed and bored, Saoirse turned 
away from Jasper. The sight of blinding white snow through a 
window distracted Saoirse from her thoughts and she hurried 
over to see this familiar place that was absolutely transformed in 
under an hour. The mounds of snow had risen so high she could 
barely see anything from the first-floor window and only a sliver 
of light peaked through. Seeing these obscene amounts of snow 
made Saoirse quite anxious about being able to get she and Jasper 
home safely. 

Jasper retrieved his laptop and the two of them rushed 
back to the main entrance, happy to finally go home. Saoirse tried 
opening the door but it wouldn’t even budge because of the sheer 
amount of snow on the ground. For the next ten minutes, the pair 
took turns trying to push the door open but as time went on, they 
realized their efforts were futile. “Dang it! What in the world are 
we going to do? We're trapped and no one knows we’re here!” 
wailed Jasper. “Well for starters, calm down, Jasper! Let’s just 
call our parents and 911 for help and as soon as it’s safe they’ll 
come get us. There’s no way we’ll be here more than a few hours,” 
Saoirse said, appearing a lot more confident than she was feeling. 
As soon as she pulled out her phone and tried to call her parents, 
her phone died due to the freezing temperatures.
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At the same time, the lights started flickering, and then, suddenly, 
everything went black. "Saoirse, what happened? What are we 
going to do? I don't have my phone on me!” Jasper yelped. “For 
goodness sakes, Jasper! Calm down! We’ll wait here for the 
electricity to turn back on and then we can charge my phone and 
call for help. We’ll be fine, I swear. Just don’t worry!” Saoirse 
said in reply. 

Hours later, with the heaters now dead, the temperature 
inside the school dropped drastically. Desperate for warmth, 
Jasper and Saoirse huddled together. They used their backpacks 
and all the paper towels they could from the bathrooms to fashion 
makeshift blankets. Despite their best efforts, the temperature 
continued to drop and the cold grew unbearable. The two of them 
shivered uncontrollably as they tried to wait patiently for the 
electricity to turn on again. Unbeknownst to the unlucky pair, the 
obscene amount of the snow, combined with the mighty strength 
of the winds, knocked over multiple utility poles in the 
neighborhood. Due to the massive amounts of snow and ice it was 
impossible to go anywhere because all the roads were blocked off. 
The snow continued to pour down, snuffing out any forms of life 
unlucky enough to be exposed to the blizzard’s wrath. Not a speck 
of color could be glimpsed as far as the eye could see.

Saoirse’s heart sank as she listened to Jasper’s breath 
grow slower and shallower. As Saoirse grabbed his wrist to feel 
his weak pulse and the touch of his icy cold hands made her 
grimace. “Jasper, can you hear me? Please wake up!" Saoirse said 
trying to wake him up. Jasper blinked and looked up at her 
disoriented, “Wha-what's going on? Where’s my family? I need 
my family. I’m s-s-so c-c-c-cold.” Dismayed at his state, Saoirse 
wrapped him up with her jacket. “Jasper, you’re still at school. 
Remember? We've been stuck here since this morning. Just stay 
with me, ok?” Jasper looked at her with dull hopeless eyes, “Sa-
Saoirse i-i-if I d-d-don’t see my family a-a-again, will you p-p-
please t-t-tell them I l-l-love them?” “Jasper, don’t say those kinds 
of things! We will both go home again!” she tried to reassure him, 
but he just stared back at her blankly.
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As the night went on, the two eventually fell asleep, already 
completely numb from the cold. Saoirse woke up from the sheer pain 
of every part of her body feeling like it was on fire because of how 
drastically cold it was. She sat up but Jasper did not stir. She tried 
desperately to shake him awake, but to no avail. She searched 
urgently for a pulse, but there was none to be found. She looked at 
Jasper’s blank dead stare completely distraught. A teardrop fell from 
her eye but froze before it went down her cheek. Despondent, 
Saoirse leaned back, closed her eyes, and waited for nature’s cruel 
embrace. 

Dream Again
Katie Duffett
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Bishop Ireton High School was founded in 1964 as one 
of four high schools in the Diocese of Arlington, and is 
deeply rooted in the tradition of Salesian spirituality as 
taught by the Religious Congregation of the Oblates of 
St. Francis de Sales. Following our Live Jesus! Charter, 
the School continues an affiliation with the Oblates of 
St. Francis de Sales. 

The Cambridge Road Club is an entirely student directed 
and run extracurricular club at Bishop Ireton High 
School. It exists to foster a love and appreciation for 
creative work among students through the media of art 
and literature.

“Let us be what we are and be that well, in order to 
bring honor to that Master Craftsman whose handiwork 

we are.”

-St. Francis de Sales


